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ABSTRACT
The theory of X-ray diffraction from ideal, rigid
helices allowed Watson and Crick to unravel the
DNA structure, thereby elucidating functions
encoded in it. Yet, as we know now, the DNA
double helix is neither ideal nor rigid. Its structure
varies with the base pair sequence. Its flexibility
leads to thermal fluctuations and allows molecules
to adapt their structure to optimize their intermo-
lecular interactions. In addition to the double helix
symmetry revealed by Watson and Crick, classical
X-ray diffraction patterns of DNA contain infor-
mation about the flexibility, interactions and
sequence-related variations encoded within the
helical structure. To extract this information, we
have developed a new diffraction theory that
accounts for these effects. We show how double
helix non-ideality and fluctuations broaden the
diffraction peaks. Meridional intensity profiles of
the peaks at the first three helical layer lines reveal
information about structural adaptation and inter-
molecular interactions. The meridional width of the
fifth layer line peaks is inversely proportional to
the helical coherence length that characterizes
sequence-related and thermal variations in the
double helix structure. Analysis of measured fiber
diffraction patterns based on this theory yields im-
portant parameters that control DNA structure,
packing and function.
Franklin and Gosling (1) and Wilkins et al.’s (2) photo-
graphs of X-ray diffraction of DNA ﬁbers have been
enshrined in scientiﬁc history. Yet, neither have they
been fully exploited nor completely understood. Their
interpretation within the Watson and Crick model (3)
relied on the diffraction theory for ﬁbers of ideal helices
(4,5), in which it was assumed that the helices are
‘relatively free from the inﬂuence of neighboring
molecules’ (1). These simpliﬁcations worked well enough
to enable the discovery that DNA is a double helix and for
estimating its basic parameters: radius, average helical
pitch, average axial rise per base pair and the relative
widths of the grooves. Yet these simpliﬁcations have
precluded extraction of any other information from the
photographs. Later studies of oligonucleotide crystals
revealed sequence-dependent variations in the double
helix structure (6,7), which affect DNA function (8–10).
Signiﬁcant interactions between neighboring molecules in
DNA aggregates, which inﬂuence the double helix struc-
ture (11–13), were observed as well (14). Information
about these DNA properties is contained in the X-ray
diffraction patterns from non-crystalline aggregates of
natural DNA molecules, but an improved diffraction
theory is required to extract this information (15).
The diffraction theory for ideal helices has played a key
role in the DNA structure discovery that transformed
molecular biology. Nevertheless, further development of
the theory, to account for non-ideality of the DNA struc-
ture, is not just a matter of scientiﬁc rigor. We believe that
X-ray diffraction from ﬁbers and columnar aggregates of
DNA is still a useful tool for better understanding the
properties of this remarkable molecule. The information
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contained in the diffraction patterns may help us, e.g. to
solve such puzzles as DNA packaging in viruses and cells
or homology-based pairing of intact, double-stranded
DNA molecules (16,17).
In the present article, we show how X-ray diffraction
from oriented non-crystalline aggregates (ﬁber diffraction)
may be utilized for characterizing sequence-related vari-
ations in DNA structure and for evaluating the relation-
ship between DNA structure and interactions. We develop
a theory for the molecular structure factors of non-ideal,
ﬂuctuating double helices conﬁned in aggregates. These
factors, which characterize the helical organization of
phosphate groups in DNA, determine both the X-ray
diffraction patterns and the electrostatic interactions
between neighboring double helices (16). We apply this
theory for interpreting ﬁber diffraction patterns and
other measurements of B-DNA structure, packing and
interactions.
In the context of ﬁber diffraction theory, a step towards
modeling non-ideal helices was made in the studies of
ﬁbrous protein ﬁlaments, in which twist distortions about
the major axes of straight molecules were considered (18–
20). Based on recent advances in the statistical mechanics
of DNA aggregates (21), we utilize a more general
approach that incorporates all pertinent sequence-related
and thermal ﬂuctuations, large structural defects and
effects of intermolecular interactions. A recent renaissance
in ﬁber diffraction studies of various helical macromol-
ecules and assemblies (22) suggests that these develop-
ments in the ﬁber diffraction theory may be important in
their own right. Although we focus on DNA, many of our
results could be directly used or adapted for the analysis of
X-ray diffraction patterns from non-crystalline aggregates
of other helical macromolecules.
An improved diffraction theory for ﬁbers and columnar
aggregates of DNA forms the foundation for the present
study. However, the real focus of this study is on how
sequence-related and thermal distortions in the helical
coherence (ideality of helical structure) affect properties
of nucleic acids and how this information may be
deduced from ﬁber diffraction patterns such as those
reported by Franklin and Gosling (1) and Wilkins et al.
(2). We believe that the corresponding ideas and results
may be of interest to a wide audience of researchers
interested in nucleic acids rather than only to experts in
X-ray diffraction. Therefore, we have tailored the presen-
tation to be accessible to a wider audience. The article is
structured accordingly.
In the ‘Materials and Methods’ section, we provide
a qualitative introduction of basic concepts relating the
double helix structure to DNA–DNA interactions and
DNA packing in aggregates, followed by a general
description of X-ray diffraction and molecular structure
factors of helical macromolecules. In the ‘Results’ section,
we provide approximations for the molecular structure
factors of B-DNA that may be utilized for most practical
applications. On the basis of these approximations, we
re-analyze Franklin and Gosling’s diffraction photograph
(1) and similar patterns reported later (13,23). We describe
what these patterns tell us about the helical coherence of
DNA and DNA–DNA interactions. In the ‘Discussion’
section, we combine the information gleaned from the
diffraction patterns with results of other studies, thereby
deducing how alignment of strands and grooves on
opposing double helices would affect DNA packing in
cells and viruses as well as the homologous pairing of
DNA. We also consider the role of structural plasticity
(adaptation) of DNA in these processes. Since mathemat-
ical details of our model are less essential for qualitative
analysis of the diffraction patterns and to grasp the impli-
cations of this analysis for DNA properties, these details
are presented in the Appendix 1. Discussion of the
underlying approximations and step by step derivations
of all equations are presented online in the
Supplementary Data section, for those interested in
further mathematical details.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA structure, interactions and packing—basic concepts
A crucial feature of DNA packing in ﬁbers and other
aggregates—relating DNA structure and interactions—is
a zipper-like alignment of strands and grooves with those
of neighboring double helices (Figure 1). This alignment
was ﬁrst established in quasi-crystalline DNA ﬁbers at low
hydration (24). Similar alignment was later demonstrated
also in non-crystalline aggregates at up to 20 A˚ surface-
to-surface separation between DNA molecules (25).
Recently, such an alignment was directly visualized by
cryoelectron microscopy of DNA packaged inside viral
capsids (26).
Theory suggests that zipper-like strand-groove align-
ment is an innate feature of interactions between
rod-like macromolecules with helical patterns of surface
charges (16,27,28). Sugar-phosphate backbone strands of
DNA contain a high density of negatively charged, helic-
ally arranged phosphates. A signiﬁcant fraction of these
charges is neutralized by counterions, many of which tend
to bind in DNA grooves (29). Zipper-like alignment of
negatively charged phosphate strands opposite positively
charged grooves provides a signiﬁcant energetic beneﬁt
and generates an attractive force (Figure 1C), contributing
to the total DNA–DNA interaction (28). Thermal
undulations of DNA in hydrated aggregates strengthen
this relatively short-ranged electrostatic zipper attraction
by bringing parts of the molecules closer together
(Figure 1A), extending the interaction range beyond
20–30 A˚ of surface separation (21).
An important feature of the alignment is that it is
affected by sequence-related and thermal ﬂuctuations in
the twist and rise (Figure 1B) between adjacent base pairs
(16,30). In an isolated molecule, the resulting distortions
in the helical periodicity of DNA accumulate with a char-
acteristic length lc [30 bp (15)], deﬁned as the helical
coherence length of DNA (30) (Figure 2A and B). This
length is an important cumulative statistical parameter
that characterizes the sequence-dependent structure of
DNA (15).
Without compensating deformations, the accumulation
of distortions in the helical periodicity would prevent a
favorable alignment of molecules with uncorrelated
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Figure 2. Helical coherence of DNA. (A) Azimuthal orientations i of base pairs i in an ideal helix. The axial rise and twist per base pair (c.f.,
Figure 1B) in an ideal helix are both constant and i ¼ gzi, where zi is the axial coordinate of the base pair i and g is the reciprocal pitch of the helix.
We set z0=0 and 0=0. (B) Azimuthal orientations of base pairs in 10 DNA molecules with uncorrelated sequences in the absence of structural
adaptation. Stacking of base pairs in a real DNA molecule is akin to a walk with a random length of the step; the twist and rise per base pair at each
speciﬁc step vary around their average values depending on the sequence and thermal motions. When unaffected by other molecules, such stacking
leads to a random walk-like deviation of i from gzi, i  gzið Þ2
   zij j=c (15,31). The helical coherence length lc is a cumulative statistical
parameter that describes deviations of DNA structure from that of an ideal double helix with the same average reciprocal pitch. When unaffected
by intermolecular interactions, DNAs with different sequences completely lose their alignment at zi> lc. (C) Schematic representation of a long ﬁber
(middle) and azimuthal orientations of base pairs in neighboring molecules within regions without (lower left) and with (lower right) large structural
defects (black dots), such as mismatched bases, ﬂipped-out bases, breaks in the sugar-phosphate backbone, etc. DNA–DNA interactions favor an
apposition of negatively charged phosphate strands against positively charged grooves (Figure 1C). At close separations, the energetic beneﬁt of this
alignment is sufﬁcient to cause DNA backbone deformation (structural adaptation), preventing unlimited accumulation of deviations from the ideal
helical structure at large zi. At juxtaposition lengths larger than the structural adaptation length 

h, the adaptation makes the helices more ideal and
restores their alignment (lower left). For inﬁnitely long molecules without large structural defects, one expects i  gzið Þ2
   zij j=c at zi<< h and
i  gzið Þ2
   h=c at zi >> h (21,31). For DNA, one expects rare (1 per 103–104bp), randomly distributed, large structural defects (black dots)
to disrupt the helical coherence of individual molecules while resetting the alignment of the neighbors (lower right), resulting in i  gzið Þ2
   zij j=d
at zi >> ld. The characteristic length ld is determined by the distance between such defects.
Figure 1. Geometry and alignment of DNA molecules in hydrated ﬁbers. (A) A cartoon representation of undulating DNA packed in a hexagonal
lattice. Dotted straight lines show the hexagonal lattice. Vertical dotted lines represent average positions of DNA centerlines. Dashed lines represent
DNA centerlines at a given moment in time. Rn is the lateral (x,y) coordinate of the average position of the centerline of molecule n; rn is the lateral
displacement of the centerline from this position. (B) Base pair stacking in DNA; each domino represents a base pair; hi and Oi are the axial rise and
twist between base pairs i and i1; i is the azimuthal orientation of the base pair i (vector pointing towards the middle of the minor groove) deﬁned
with respect to the x-axis. (C) Energetically favorable zipper-like alignment of negatively charged strands across positively charged groove on the
neighbor molecule.
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sequences at juxtaposition lengths larger than lc
(Figure 2B), thus eliminating the zipper attraction (31).
However, when the molecules are separated by
<20–30 A˚ of water, the beneﬁt of the zipper attraction
outweighs the cost of deformations needed to restore the
alignment (21,31). The resulting structural deformations
(adaptation) of DNA alter the accumulation of distortions
in the helical periodicity of DNA (Figure 2C). In this case,
the distortions accumulate with the characteristic length
lc only at axial length scales smaller than the structural
adaptation length h. At larger length scales, the
distortions accumulate with a much larger characteristic
length ld (ld>> lc) [Figure 2C and Appendix 1, Equation
(A10)]. The parameter h is determined by the strength of
DNA–DNA interactions and depends on the separation
between molecules in the aggregate. A theoretical model
for calculating h was described in Ref. (21). The length
scale ld is determined by the length of DNA molecules
and large structural defects in DNA (Figure 2C). The
theoretical concept of the structural adaptation of DNA
in aggregates (21,31) is supported by observations of
the alignment in hydrated DNA assemblies (25,26)
and changes in DNA structure upon aggregation
(11–13,32,33).
In the present study, we show how X-ray ﬁber diffrac-
tion may be utilized for measurement of the helical
coherence length and suggest how it may be used to
further test theoretical predictions for the structural
adaptation.
X-ray diffraction from columnar assemblies and
ﬁbers—basic concepts
The intensity of X-ray diffraction from an assembly
(e.g. a ﬁber) of parallel helices oriented along the z-axis
(Figure 1) is a sum of scattering intensities at layer lines
n (4,5,25)
IðkÞ ¼
X
n
In kð Þ, ð1Þ
InðkÞ  IMn kð ÞNM
+IMn kð Þ
X
v 6¼
ein ðzÞðzÞð Þ+iK R+rðzÞRrðzÞð Þ
D E
: ð2Þ
Here k (kz,K) is the scattering vector with kz parallel
and K perpendicular to the ﬁber axis (z-axis); NM is the
number of molecules in the X-ray beam; IMn kð Þ is the scat-
tering intensity from one molecule; angular brackets
indicate statistical averaging; F (z) is the helical phase
of molecule  [Equation (A6)]; and R+rðzÞ is the lateral
coordinate of the centerline of molecule  at the axial
position z (Figure 1A).
The ﬁrst term in Equation (2) describes scattering
from individual molecules. The second one accounts for
interference between X-rays scattered from different
molecules (intermolecular scattering). In hydrated DNA
aggregates, intermolecular scattering may be signiﬁcant
at the equator (n=0) and the ﬁrst two layer lines
(n=±1,±2), while scattering on individual molecules
determines the diffraction intensity at higher layer
lines (25).
In DNA assemblies, X-rays are scattered primarily
by phosphate groups and IMn kð Þ may be approximated
with (16)
IMn kð Þ 
f2p
2
s kz, K, nð ÞJ2nðKaÞ: ð3Þ
Here fp is the scattering amplitude of a phosphate group,
Jn(x) is a Bessel function of order n and a is the distance
from phosphate centers to DNA centerline (hereafter
referred to as the DNA radius). The molecular structure
factor of phosphates s(kz,K,n) is a Fourier–Bessel
transform of the phosphate density [Equations (A1,A2)].
For an ‘ideal’ double helix with a given azimuthal
half-width of the minor groove ~s (&0.38 for B-DNA)
and Np phosphates within each of the two strands (16)
sðkz, K, nÞ ¼
N2p
2
cos n ~s
 2 X1
j¼1
kz, 2j= hn g, ð4Þ
where x,y is the Kroenecker delta (x,y=1 at x= y and
x,y=0 at x 6¼ y) and g ¼ = h is the reciprocal pitch
of DNA;  and h are the twist and axial rise between
adjoining base pairs, respectively (Figure 1B). The X-ray
scattering amplitudes are therefore non-zero only at layer
lines for which (4,5)
kz ¼ 2j= h n g ðn,j ¼ 0, 1, 2, . . .Þ: ð5Þ
These equations represent a simpliﬁed version of Crick’s
diffraction theory for ideal helices, which was the key to
discovering the double helical structure of DNA (3–5).
They describe positions of the diffraction peaks that are
determined by the average pitch, radius and relative
widths of DNA grooves (Figure 3). However, equations
derived for point-like scatterers positioned on ideal double
helices predict sharp layer-lines with zero width. To
describe the actual width and dependence of the diffrac-
tion intensity on kz at these layer lines, one must account
for distortions in the double helix structure (34).
Our theory [Equation (A5)] provides a general relation-
ship between molecular structure factors and pair
correlation functions for distortions in the structure of
helical macromolecules conﬁned in columnar assemblies.
This theory may thus be used to describe the experimen-
tally observed broadening of the layer lines. We focus
below on B-DNA, for which approximate expressions
that are not much more complicated than Equation (4)
may be derived, and discuss the layer line broadening
observed in the classical B-DNA diffraction patterns.
RESULTS
Molecular structure factors of B-DNA
Similar to ideal double helices, assemblies of real B-DNA
molecules are expected to produce X-ray diffraction peaks
centered at the layer lines with n=±1, ±2, ±3 and ±5
and no diffraction peaks with n=±4 (Figure 3).
However, distortions in the double helix structure of
B-DNA molecules lead to broadening of these peaks.
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This broadening can be described by replacing the delta
functions in Equation (4) with Lorentzians (Figure 4).
At n=±1, ±2, one may approximate the molecular
structure factors of B-DNA by a sum of two Lorentzians
(see Appendix 1 and Supplementary Data):
sðkz,K, nÞ  2Np
2 h
cos n ~s
 2
exp  K
2d2
2
 
 1 en2h=2c
 	 n2=2c
ðkz+n gÞ2+n4=42c
(
þen2h=2c n
2=2d
ðkz þ n gÞ2 þ n4=42d
) ð6Þ
Figure 4. Calculated meridional proﬁles of X-ray diffraction peaks:
the plots show the dependence of DNA structure factors on kz for
the ﬁrst four non-vanishing layer lines (n=±1, ±2, ±3, ±5)
calculated at K=Kmax(n) corresponding to the maximum of [Jn(Ka)]
2
[see Equation (3)]. (A) Comparison of the structure factors calculated
for a ﬁber composed of straight double helices within the approxima-
tion given by Equation (6) (solid lines) and from the more general
Equations (S22,S33) derived in Supplementary Data (bold dotted
lines). The structure factors may be approximated by the sum of
sharp and broad Lorentzians [Equation (6)]. The broad one is
associated with deviations from the ideal helical structure at axial
length scales shorter than the characteristic length h, at which DNA
structure adapts to optimize intermolecular interactions in the ﬁber
(here h &70 A˚). The width of this Lorentzian, n
2/2lc, is determined
by the helical coherence length (lc) of DNA. The sharp Lorentzian
originates from axial length scales longer than h, at which the
helical periodicity becomes more ideal. Its width n2/2ld is determined
by the characteristic distance between structural defects in DNA (ld, ld
>> lc). The contribution of this Lorentzian to the structure factor
exponentially decreases with n2. (B and C) Dependence of the structure
factors on the average interaxial distance R0 between undulating DNA
molecules in hydrated ﬁbers. Based on the criteria given in the main
text, the structure factors at R0=26 A˚ were calculated from Equation
(6) (n=1,2,3) and Equation (7) (n=5). At R0=36 A˚, we used
Equation (6) for the structure factors with n=1,2 and Equation (7)
for the ones with n=3,5. The transition between the two approxi-
mations for the structure factor with n=3 occurs at R0&28 A˚ (see
main text). Consistently the two approximations produced closely
matching n=3 structure factors at R0=28 A˚ (data not shown).
The values of h (R0) for these two panels were calculated as described
in Ref. (21). The other parameters were (see main text and Figure 5)
h=3.4 A˚, g=0.185 A˚1, ~s ¼ 0:38, lc=105 A˚, ld=1000 h,
d(R0)=0.225(R0–19.7).
Figure 3. A new look at the B-DNA X-ray diffraction pattern photo-
graphed by Franklin and Gosling [reproduced with permission from
(1)]. Thin solid lines show the layer lines with kz ¼ n g. One can see
diffraction peaks centered at kz ¼ 2j= h n g (j=0; n=0, ±1, ±2,
±3, ±5 and j=±1, n=0). K-coordinates of these peaks correspond
to the maxima of the Bessel functions J2nðKaÞ. The absence of diffrac-
tion peaks at j=0, n=±4 suggests that cos2 4 ~s

   0: This pattern is
consistent with the one expected for a double helix with a radius
a&10 A˚, a helical pitch 2= g&34 A˚, 2= g h&10 base pairs per helical
turn and an azimuthal half-width ~s&0.38 of the minor groove
[Equations (1–8)]. Positions of the diffraction peaks may be explained
within the ideal double-helix model [Equation (4)], but their meridional
(kz) broadening cannot be attributed just to experimental factors,
suggesting a signiﬁcant contribution from the non-ideal helical structure
of DNA [Equations (6–8)]. Indeed, the X-ray beam width should have
a similar broadening effect on all layer lines. Its contribution to the
diffraction peaks with n=±3 and ±5 should be negligible, because
the latter peaks are much broader than the peaks with n=±1.
The non-linear response of X-ray ﬁlms might result in additional
broadening of the more intense n=±1, ±2,±3 peaks, but not the
n=±5 peaks. The broadening of the n=±5 peaks is also inconsistent
with smearing along concentric arcs due to an imperfect vertical align-
ment of the molecules in the ﬁbers. The contribution of this smearing,
which was estimated based on the arcing of the n, j=0 peaks, appears
to be small and is consistent with the expected effect of thermal undu-
lations of DNA (Figures 1 and 5). Thus, kz-cross-sections of the n=±5
peaks in the Franklin and Gosling pattern may be compared with
the predictions of our model [Equations (7,8)], while unknown
contributions of the x-ray beam width, ﬁlm nonlinearity and imperfect
DNA alignment may signiﬁcantly affect the other peaks. This analysis
yields information about the helical coherence of DNA, as discussed in
the text and illustrated in Figure 5. Future studies of structural adap-
tation of DNA from kz-cross-sections of the other peaks might also be
possible, provided that the contribution of experimental factors can be
reduced or deconvoluted from the effects of sequence-related and
thermal variations in the structure of the double helix.
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Here d is the root mean square amplitude of the lateral
displacement of the DNA centerline due to thermal
undulations [Figure 1A, Equation (A7)] and h and g are
the average axial rise per base pair and reciprocal pitch of
DNA. The width of the ﬁrst Lorentzian is determined by
the helical coherence length of DNA, lc. The width of the
second one is determined by the characteristic length
associated with large structural defects in the double
helix, ld. The relative weights of the two Lorentzians are
determined by the structural adaptation length of DNA,
h. These three lengths are deﬁned above in the ‘Materials
and Methods’ section and are graphically illustrated in
Figure 2.
At n=±5, a single Lorentzian approximation might
be used (Supplementary Data)
s kz,K, nð Þ  w0 K, n, dð Þ 2Np
2 h
cos2 n ~s

   n2=2eff
ðkz+n gÞ2+n4=42eff
,
ð7Þ
where
eff ¼ cw1 K, n, dð Þ: ð8Þ
Here w0(K,n,d) describes changes in the amplitude and
w1(K,n,d) (	1) describes broadening of the diffraction
peaks associated with thermal undulations of the helices.
At small undulations (d! 0), w0(K,n,d) & w1(K,n,d)&1
and Equations (7) and (8) reduce to Equation (6), in which
exp(K2d2/2)&1 and exp(n2h=2c)&0. Expressions for
w0(K,n,d) and w1(K,n,d) are provided in Appendix 1
[Equations (A11,A12)]. The dependence of leff on d is
shown in Figure 5 at values of K corresponding to the
maxima of J2nðKaÞ. Because DNA undulations are small
at small interaxial distances, R0, between neighboring
molecules, Equation (7) with w0(K,n,d)&w1(K,n,d)&1
may be used, e.g. for B-DNA ﬁbers at low hydration.
At n=±3, one may use Equation (6) at small R0
between DNA and Equation (7) at large R0 (Appendix
1). The exact range for each approximation may depend
on DNA base pair composition and sequence [expected to
affect lc (15)], as well as on the concentration and com-
position of the electrolyte in the aqueous solution in which
the molecules lie [expected to affect h (21)]. For instance,
in ﬁbers composed of non-speciﬁc natural DNA sequences
[lc 100 A˚ (15)] hydrated by a solution at physiological
salt concentrations (0.1–0.2M NaCl), we expect the tran-
sition between the two approximations at R0&28 A˚
(Appendix 1).
B-DNA fiber diffraction
To illustrate applications of this model, consider the
classical ﬁber diffraction pattern reported by Franklin
and Gosling (1) (Figure 3). As noted above, the diffraction
peaks occur at the same positions as expected for ideal
helices, which is why Watson and Crick were able to
interpret Figure 3 as double helix scattering (3).
However, the kz-cross-sections of these peaks are not
like those expected for ideal double helices.
For ideal double helices, the only sources providing
a ﬁnite width for the kz-cross-sections are experimental
factors, such as the X-ray beam width, an imperfect align-
ment (vertical orientation) of the molecules in the ﬁber
and the non-linear response of X-ray ﬁlms. These factors
may contribute to the observed broadening of the peaks,
but they cannot fully explain this broadening (Figure 3).
Broadening of these cross-sections, associated with distor-
tions in the double helix structure of real DNA molecules,
contributes signiﬁcantly to the diffraction pattern. It
depends on the helical coherence length (lc), structural
adaptation length (h) and undulation amplitude (d) of
the double helix, and so broadening reveals information
concerning DNA structure and interactions.
Our model predicts kz-cross-sections of the diffraction
peaks at the ﬁrst two layer lines (n=±1, ±2) to be the
sum of broad and narrow Lorentzians [Equation (6),
Figure 4], although the sharpness of the second
Lorentzian might be exaggerated by the approximations
intrinsic to Equation (A10). The predicted narrowing of
the diffraction peak at the center of these layer lines is the
hallmark of structural adaptation. The relative amplitude
of the narrow Lorentzian is determined by h and repre-
sents the extent of the adaptation. Provided that the peak
broadening associated with the experimental factors
discussed above can be sufﬁciently reduced, measurements
of these kz-cross-sections may be utilized to characterize
the extent of structural adaptation experimentally.
At the ﬁfth layer line (n=±5), the kz-cross-section may
be approximated with a single Lorentzian [Equation (7)].
Figure 5. Evaluation of the helical coherence length lc from meridional
intensity proﬁles of X-ray diffraction peaks at the ﬁfth layer line
(n=±5). The expected proﬁle is a Lorentzian function with the
width n2/2leff [Equation (7)]. In the absence of DNA undulations,
leff= lc. The main plot shows the dependence of leff on the undulation
amplitude calculated from Equations (8) and (A12). The inset shows
leff obtained by ﬁtting measured kz proﬁles of X-ray diffraction peaks
at the ﬁfth layer line with Equation (7) (experimental data points) and
leff calculated from Equations (8) and (A12) (solid line) at
d(R0)&0.225(R0–19.7A˚) (see main text). Original X-ray ﬁlms with dif-
fraction patterns at different interaxial spacings R0 were generously
provided by Zimmermann (13,23) and analyzed as described in Refs.
(15,25). The grey data point was obtained by digitizing the diffraction
pattern reproduced in Figure 3 from Franklin and Gosling paper (1).
This point might be less accurate, because we digitized the published
pattern rather than the original X-ray ﬁlm.
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The width of this Lorentzian is determined by the helical
coherence length and undulation amplitude of DNA and
it is not affected by structural adaptation [Equations
(7,8)]. (Structural adaptation of DNA does not affect
this layer line because n=±5 helical harmonics of
phosphate density do not affect intermolecular inter-
actions and vice versa.) It is proportional to n2 and gener-
ally large enough, such that experimental artifacts would
be negligible (e.g. see Figure 3). This interpretation is
supported by the agreement between the widths
measured in Ref. (15) and the width calculated from
Equations (7,8,A12) without any adjustable parameters
(Figure 5, inset). The width of the diffraction peaks at
the ﬁfth layer line may therefore be used for experimental
measurement of lc from ﬁber diffraction. Because the
effect of undulations on this width is relatively weak
(Figure 5), a ﬁtting of the experimental data in
NaCl solutions may be performed, e.g. using
d&0.225(R0-19.7A˚) , where R0 is the interaxial distance
between neighboring molecules in the ﬁber. [This simple
approximation for d(R0) was obtained by linear regression
of d(R0) calculated for DNA in 0.15M NaCl as described
in Ref. (21), but it remains reasonably accurate for NaCl
concentrations ranging from 0.05 to 0.3M.] Alternatively
lcmay be estimated from the data at small R0 by assuming
lc&leff. This value may be further corrected for imperfect
vertical alignment of molecules in ﬁbers (e.g. due to
undulations) based on the observed arcing of different
diffraction peaks, as discussed in Ref. (15).
Interpretation of the kz-cross-sections at the third layer
line (n=±3) may depend on the speciﬁc experimental
conditions, but they may also provide useful information
about lc and h, as noted in the preceding subsection.
DISCUSSION
Analysis of the X-ray photograph taken by Franklin and
Gosling (1) and similar patterns reported later (13,23)
illustrates why diffraction of DNA ﬁbers should not be
relegated to scientiﬁc history. Combined with the
improved theory, it may also be a valuable tool for the
future. Fiber diffraction does not provide atomic reso-
lution, but it is not limited to short (10–20 bp), synthetic
molecules, like studies of oligonucleotides by X-rays in
crystals and by NMR in solution. Atomic resolution struc-
tures of longer DNA fragments are available for crystals
of protein–DNA complexes, but the structures of these
fragments might be signiﬁcantly affected by protein–
DNA interactions and crystal-packing forces. Fiber dif-
fraction reveals structural parameters for long, natural
DNA sequences not readily accessible by other techniques,
which may be useful for elucidating effects of the double
helix structure on the functional properties of DNA. For
instance, as illustrated by Figure 5, ﬁber diffraction may
be utilized for measuring helical coherence lengths for se-
quences with different base pair compositions and/or
functional properties (coding versus non-coding se-
quences, sequences that prefer to wrap around histones
versus those that do not, etc.).
A better interpretation of ﬁber diffraction is particularly
useful for understanding DNA–DNA interactions. Over
25 years ago, it was suggested how diffraction peaks
determined by the interaxial spacing in ﬁbers might be
used for direct measurements of forces between DNA
double helices (14). The present study shows how other
peaks in the same ﬁber diffraction pattern may be used to
reveal effects of these interactions on the double helix
structure and, hence, illustrate the role of DNA structure
in the interactions.
Together, advances in the diffraction and interaction
theories provide important insights into the structure–
interaction relationship for DNA, consistently explaining
a large variety of experimental observations, as discussed
below.
Strand-groove alignment and DNA packing in cells and
viruses
Analysis of the dependence of DNA ﬁber diffraction
patterns on the spacing between neighboring molecules
in hydrated ﬁbers revealed a zipper-like alignment
of strands and grooves on opposing double helices (25).
Recently, such an alignment was visualized by
cryoelectron microscopy of DNA aggregates inside viral
particles (26). These observations demonstrate that the
double helix structure is important for DNA–DNA inter-
actions and DNA packing within cells and viruses.
Upon preferential binding of enough counterions in the
major groove, electrostatic zipper attraction resulting
from the alignment of the negatively charged strands
with positively charged grooves (Figure 1C) may become
sufﬁciently strong to cause DNA aggregation (28).
Counterion-induced DNA aggregation has been
observed in many studies and it appears essential for
condensing DNA inside cells and viruses (16,35). Many
models for aggregation have been proposed, but only
the electrostatic zipper model involves strand-groove
alignment (16). In our opinion, observations of such an
alignment inside viral capsids (26) and good agreement
between predicted (21) and measured (36–38) forces in
DNA aggregates, as well as the counterion speciﬁcity of
DNA aggregation (16,39), strongly support the zipper
mechanism. On a cautionary note, we cannot discount
some other mechanisms that might contribute to the
overall effect (16).
Helical coherence and structural adaptation of DNA
The strand-groove alignment is inhibited by
sequence-related and thermal distortions in the helical
coherence of DNA, yet the structural ﬂexibility (plasticity)
enables the double helices to adapt their structure to more
favorable interactions for which they remain aligned
(‘Materials and Methods’ section and Figure 2) (21,31).
The present study shows how the helical coherence and
structural adaptation of B-DNA might be evaluated from
X-ray ﬁber diffraction patterns. The width of the diffrac-
tion peak of the ﬁfth layer line (Figures 4 and 5) is not
affected by the adaptation, but is solely determined by the
helical coherence length lc and the amplitude of DNA
undulations [Equations (7) and (8) and Figure 5]. The
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ﬁtting of the dependence of the ﬁfth layer line width on
ﬁber hydration with Equations (7) and (8) supports this
interpretation and yields a value of lc that is in excellent
agreement with estimates (15) based on NMR solution
structures of short oligonucleotides (Figure 5, inset).
Information about the structural adaptation of B-DNA
upon changes in ﬁber hydration might be extracted from
the shapes of the diffraction peaks centered at the ﬁrst two
layer lines (Figure 4). However, this is a challenging task;
requiring deconvolution of the corresponding molecu-
lar structure factors from intermolecular scattering
[Equation (2)] and corrections for smearing of the diffrac-
tion peaks caused by imperfect ordering and orientation of
DNA ﬁbers. But even if we cannot accurately determine
the characteristic adaptation length h, it might be
possible to study sharpening of the lower order layer
lines qualitatively, which provides a signature of the
onset of adaptation.
In the present study, we focused on B-DNA molecules,
but a similar approach may be used for analysis of helical
coherence and structural adaptation in other forms of
DNA or RNA. Indeed, Equations (6–8) may be used for
any type of double-helical nucleic acid, provided that the
validity criteria for these approximations are satisﬁed, as
discussed at the end of Appendix 1. Alternatively, the
more general Equation (A5) might be used. For B-
DNA, we selected the approximations based on previous
estimates for the possible range of lc (15) and h (21).
Subsequent analysis of X-ray diffraction patterns
validated these estimates and provided a more accurate
value for lc (Figure 5). The same approach may be used
for X-ray diffraction studies of different kinds of B-DNA
molecules, e.g. to study how lc depends on the base pair
composition and sequence. For other forms of DNA or
for double helical RNA, the parameters that determine the
validity of different approximations are not known a
priori. However, the diffraction data might be compared
with Equations (6–8 and A5) empirically, based on the
observed shape of kz-cross-sections of the diffraction
maxima. The selected approximation might then be
veriﬁed by extracting the relevant parameters from this
comparison and substituting these parameters into the
corresponding validity criteria.
Pairing of homologous double helices
Proposed homology-based recognition and the pairing of
intact, double-helical DNA molecules is a particularly im-
portant example of a potential biological role of the helical
coherence and structural adaptation of B-DNA. The
structural adaptation cost is lower for B-DNA double
helices with homologous sequences, in which
sequence-dependent variations in the base pair twist and
rise are the same on opposing molecules and do not inter-
fere with the alignment. Close juxtaposition should there-
fore be more energetically favorable for B-DNA molecules
with identical or homologous sequences than for mol-
ecules with uncorrelated sequences (30). Preferential inter-
actions between homologous double helices were directly
observed in liquid crystalline aggregates (40), although
additional experimental studies are needed to conﬁrm
this molecular mechanism for the observed homologue
segregation.
Due to the lower adaptation cost, electrostatic zipper
attraction may cause spontaneous pairing of homologous
double helices in solution under conditions at which
pairing of uncorrelated sequences is still unfavorable.
Such pairing might contribute to an anomalous electro-
phoretic migration of homologous DNA fragments
reported in Ref. (41). Furthermore, homologue pairing
was recently directly observed in single molecule studies
of B-DNA (42). [Note that some of the puzzling pairing
features reported in Ref. (42) can be explained by the
winding of unconstrained B-DNA molecules around
each other into a braid (Cortini,R., Kornyshev,A.A.,
Lee,D.J. and Leikin,S., submitted for publication).]
The innate tendency of double-stranded B-DNA helices
to form homologous pairs may play an important role in
genetic recombination. Several recent studies suggested
that some pairing of intact double helices may be
involved in a homology search preceding genetic recom-
bination in cells (43–46). The homology length require-
ment (>100 bp) predicted for the electrostatic zipper
pairing (16,30) matches the homology length requirement
for the recombination (47–50). One may speculate that
transient electrostatic zipper pairing contributes to a
‘coarse-grained’ homology search (16,30,51), which is
independent of double-strand breaks. Double helix
invasion by a complementary single-stranded nucleopro-
tein ﬁlament may be responsible for a more precise recog-
nition between shorter [10–50 bp (52,53)] sequences at
a later stage in the recombination process, after the
double-strand break. Of course, the very complex organ-
ization of the genome, particularly in eukaryotic cells, and
the involvement of many different proteins may dramat-
ically alter the pairing of homologous double helices.
Nonetheless, nature often utilizes simple physics as a
basis for very complex biological processes.
CONCLUSIONS
. X-ray diffraction patterns from hydrated ﬁbers and
columnar aggregates of DNA contain information
not only about the average structure of the double
helix, but also about sequence-related and thermal
ﬂuctuations in base pair stacking, mutual alignment
of the molecules and even intermolecular interactions.
. The more general ﬁber diffraction theory developed in
the present work, which takes into account these
features, may be utilized to study helical coherence
and structural adaptation of nucleic acids.
. Analysis of B-DNA structure, packing and inter-
actions based on this new, comprehensive theory of
X-ray diffraction patterns leads to a more consistent
picture of DNA physics and offers important clues for
interpreting such phenomena as in-register DNA
packing in viruses and homologous DNA pairing.
. This approach to X-ray diffraction could be extended
to other long helical macromolecules and nano-
materials based on ﬁbrous aggregates.
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APPENDIX 1: THEORY OF MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE FACTORS IN NON-CRYSTALLINE
COLUMNAR ASSEMBLIES OF DNA
Molecular structure factors
The molecular structure factor is deﬁned as
sðkz,K, nÞ ¼  kz,K, nð Þ kz,K, nð Þ
  ðA1Þ
where
ðkz,K, nÞ ¼ 1
2JnðKaÞ
Z 2
0
d
Z 1
1
dzZ 1
0
rdr JnðKrÞnp r,, zð Þeineikzz
ðA2Þ
and np r,, zð Þ is the density of phosphate groups in cylin-
drical coordinates with the z-axis being along the central
axis of the molecule.
To calculate sðkz,K, nÞ in DNA ﬁbers, we approximate
the phosphate density by
npðR, zÞ ¼
Z
dR0 ðR R0  r zð ÞÞ nð0Þp ðR0, zÞ; ðA3Þ
where r zð Þ is the lateral displacement of the DNA
centerline from the vertical axis (Figure 1A)
nð0Þp r,,zð Þ ¼
1
a
 r að Þ

X
j
  ~s  j

 
 z zj

 
+ +~s  j

 
 z zj

  
ðA4Þ
is the phosphate density for a straight DNA molecule;
j ¼ 0+
Pj
i¼1
i and zj ¼ z0+
Pj
i¼1
hi are the azimuthal orien-
tation and axial coordinate of the base pair j, respectively;
Oi and hi are the twist angle and axial rise between the
adjoining base pairs i1 and i, respectively; (x) is the
Dirac delta-function. For simplicity, we explicitly account
for lateral displacements (bending) of the DNA centerline
and for variations in the base pair twist and rise relative to
the centerline, but neglect intra-base pair distortions (such
as propeller twist). We assume the lateral displacements to
be small and independent of the twist and rise. For a jus-
tiﬁcation of these approximations, see Supplementary
Data.
Substitution of Equations (A3) and (A4) into Equations
(A1) and (A2) and calculation of the averages yields
sðkz,K, nÞ ¼
cos n ~s
 2
2
X
i,j
cos j hðkz+n gÞ

 
 exp  n
2
2
i i+j

 2D E  K2
4
ri  ri+j

 2D E
:
ðA5Þ
Here the summation is performed over all base pairs in the
x-ray beam and ri is the lateral displacement of the
centerline at base pair i.
i  0+
Xi
m¼1
m  ghmð Þ ðA6Þ
is the helical phase at base pair i [for a derivation of
Equation (A5), see Supplementary Data]. The correlation
functions for lateral displacements, ri  ri+j

 2D E
and
helical phase variations, i i+j

 2D E
, are discussed
below. The average value of the helical phase
<Fi>=F00 characterizes the azimuthal orientation
of the whole molecule. Variations in Fi characterize the
effects of sequence-related variations and thermal ﬂuctu-
ations in Om and hm on the local periodicity of the double
helix (15). Equation (A5) reduces the problem to a calcu-
lation of the pair correlation functions for the lateral
displacement and helical phase, which were recently
described in Ref. (21).
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Undulations
The pair correlation function for the lateral displacement
is given by (54)
ri  ri+j

 2D E  2d2 j  h=B ﬃﬃﬃ2p 	, ðA7Þ
where d is the root mean square amplitude of thermal
undulations
ðtÞ  1
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
exp tð Þ cos t 
4
 	
, ðA8Þ
and the so-called deﬂection length,
B 
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
d2lbp
 	1=3
, ðA9Þ
is the characteristic length along the z-axis after which ri
can no longer accumulate in one direction due to inter-
actions with neighbors and the molecule’s centerline is
deﬂected back toward its average position (54–56).
Here we used the fact that the DNA bending persistence
length for thermal undulations (lbp&500 A˚) is much shorter
than the corresponding length for sequence-related
bending (57,58) and, therefore, neglected the contribution
of the latter.
Helical phase fluctuations
The pair correlation function for helical phase variations
is complicated by the structural adaptation effects, as
schematically illustrated in Figure 2 (21). However, this
correlation function may be modeled based on the
following arguments. At zi+j  zi
  << h, this function
is not affected by the structural adaptation and
i i+j

 2D E  j  h=c (15,31). At zi+j  zi  >> h, re-
alignment of the neighboring molecules through the struc-
tural adaptation prevents the accumulation of helical
phase variations with increasing |j|. For inﬁnitely long
double helices without structural defects, the correlation
function predicted by our calculations levels off to
i i+j

 2D E  h=c (21,31). In other words, realign-
ment of molecules through the structural adaptation
suppresses long-range ﬂuctuations in the helical phase
(Figure 2C, lower left). In contrast, disruptions in the
sugar-phosphate backbone and other essential structural
defects realign the molecules by introducing disruptions in
the helical phase (Figure 2C, lower right). Provided that
these defects have a normal distribution and may be
described by Gaussian statistics, we may then expect
i i+j

 2D E  j  h=d at very large zi+j  zi . While
this random-walk correlation function is similar to the
one at zi+j  zi
  << h, the corresponding correlation
length ld is determined by the distribution of disruptive
structural defects in the double helix. We expect ld to be of
the order of the average length between such defects
(103–104bp), i.e. ld >> lc. These features of the helical
phase correlation function are captured by the following
interpolation formula
ii+j

 2D E j  h
c
	 h j
  h
 + h
c
+
j
  hh
d
 !
	 j
  hh
  ,
ðA10Þ
which yields the expected behavior of the correlation
function at j
  h << h, h << j  h << d and j  h >> d:
Here 	 (x) is the Heaviside step function [	 (x)=0 at x< 0
and 	 (x)=1 at x> 0].
Simplifying approximations
Equations (3), (A5), (A7) and (A10) fully deﬁne the model
for calculating molecular scattering intensities for
non-ideal, undulating DNA double helices. Generally
the summation in Equation (A5) has to be performed nu-
merically, but analytical approximations may be obtained
at n2K2d2 << 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
c=B and at 2lc/h << n
2<<2lc/h
(Supplementary Data). In the ﬁrst case, we may use
ri  ri+j

 2D E  2d2 and the summation in Equation (A5)
yields Equation (6). Note that as d! 0, B ! 0,
Equation (6) becomes valid at all n. In the second case,
the summation yields Equations (7) and (8)
(Supplementary Data), where
w0 K,n,dð Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P1
j¼1
exp  j n2h2c
 	
exp  K2d22  j
  h
B
ﬃﬃ
2
p
 	h i !3
2
P1
j¼1
j2 exp  j n2h2c
 	
exp  K2d22  j
  h
B
ﬃﬃ
2
p
 	h i
vuuuuuuut
ðA11Þ
and
w1 K,n,dð Þ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃP1
j¼1
j2 n
4 h2
42c
exp  j n2h2c
 	
exp  K2d22  j
  h
B
ﬃﬃ
2
p
 	h i
2
P1
j¼1
exp  j n2h2c
 	
exp  K2d22  j
  h
B
ﬃﬃ
2
p
 	h i
vuuuuuut :
ðA12Þ
In the case of B-DNA, we expect Equations (6–8) to
cover all cases of practical importance. Indeed, previous
estimates suggest that lc  100 A˚ and 2lc/h  60 (15).
High-quality diffraction on B–DNA ﬁbers is usually
observed at interaxial distances R0 between neighboring
molecules from 24 to 40 A˚. Calculations of the values of
d and h for B-DNA, based on the model described in
(21), suggest that at physiological salt concentrations
(0.1–0.2 M NaCl) Equation (6) should be a good approxi-
mation at n=±1, ±2 and Equations (7) and (8) should
be a good approximation at n=±5. For n=±3, we
expect Equation (6) to work at R0 smaller than &28 A˚
and Equations (7) and (8) at larger R0. Both approxima-
tions yield closely matching results for s(kz,K,±3) at
R0&28A˚.
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